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With the increased use of opioids for control of pain, the drug seeking behavior of some segments of the population, and 
the small percentage of physicians who prescribe narcotics and opioids for unsubstantiated complaints of pain, the entire 

method of medication selection for pain has to be re-examined. Pain is a subjective experience, and there is absolutely no way 
to reliably and consistently measure pain, other than self-reporting from a patient. However, saying a patient has pain, is too 
broad a statement, akin to saying a patient has a car, which needs repair. A mechanic cannot repair a car without knowing what 
type of car it is, and what the problems the car has, any more than a physician can help a patient without a proper diagnosis, 
and understanding what type of tissue is damaged. There are four major components to the rational selection of medication, 
other than opioids, for pharmacological management of pain: assessing the validity of pain; proper diagnosis is essential for 
the correct selection of medication; treatment of acute pain is not the same as chronic pain and; damage to different tissue 
types produce different types of pain, and each tissue type responds to different types of medications. The description of the 
type of pain may give important insight into the type of tissue which is damaged, and thus allow more rational selection of the 
type of medication best suited to control the pain. Proper medication selection for the following types of tissue damage will 
be reviewed: primary muscle spasm, secondary muscle spasm, vascular spasm, vascular compression, vascular inflammation, 
acute and chronic joint inflammation, infection, acute bone pathology, ligament damage, nerve compression and nerve 
irritation.
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